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of the illustrations are on a different page from the relevant
text.
Three new chapters have been added including a section

on diabetes mellitus and other metabolic disturbances, and
short sections on disorders of metabolism, and endocrine
function. The uniform style makes for easy reading and
reference. The book has a good index, and a high standard
of printing and binding have been maintained.

'Walter and Israel' must remain an outstanding text on
general pathology for any student, postgraduate or otherwise.
For its size and scope the price is not unreasonable though
it may dissuade some individuals from buying their own copy.
MCQ Tutor for Primary FRCS. Basic Science for Surgeons.
By M. HOBSLEY, P. ABRAHAMS and B. CARDELL. Pp. 310.
William Heinemann Medical Books, London, 1980.
£6.50.

Whether we like it or not, MCQs are here to stay and it would
require more than a short book review such as this to debate
the merits and demerits of this technique of examination.
Any examination candidate with a grain of common sense
will therefore insure that he diligently practises answering
multiple choice questions as part of his revision programme.
Surgeons in training who are preparing for the Primary
Fellowship in Surgery of the 4 Colleges of the British Isles
and of the Australasian College know well that MCQs form
an important section of these hurdles in their careers. They
can therefore count themselves fortunate that 3 well known
teachers in, respectively, surgical physiology, anatomy and
pathology (2 of whom have intimate personal experience as
past examiners in the English Primary Examinations) have
produced this useful volume. It comprises a selection of
about 80 MCQ questions in each of the 3 subjects in a style
and format that corresponds very closely to questions set by
the English College and which are similar to those employed
by the other Colleges. Each question (consisting of a stem
and 5 completions) is followed, on the next page, not only
by the answers but by succinct explanations for the truth
or falsity ofthe statements. Not only does the book, therefore,
familiarize the student with the technique of answering
multiple choice questions but also, in itself, the text provides
a valuable r6sum6 of facts considered important by the
examiners. A conscientious student who works through this
book a couple of times should be able to go into this part of
the examination with greatly increased confidence.

Mind and Cancer Prognosis
Edited by BASIL A. STOLL. Pp. x+203. John Wiley &
Sons, Chichester, New York, Brisbane and Toronto, 1979.
£9.75.
Stoll and his contributors have attempted to cover a daunt-

ing and exceedingly complex area. The available data, often
anecdotal, are fairly presented and discussed. Much of the
book centres on the hypothesis that stress may, directly or
by alteration of immunity, affect the growth of cancer. The
conclusion reached is that this is plausible, and perhaps
even probable; but that there is no hard scientific evidence
available. Stratagems for scientific enquiry are suggested, and
a plea not to deny the cancer patient hope, is made.
Although an important aspect of cancer medicine, the

claim on the dust cover that the book is 'fascinating and
necessary reading' for medical and paramedical cancer
therapists is not sustained; however, the final chapter (by
Stoll) is recommended.

Psychiatry
By W. H. TRETHOWAN. 4th edn, Pp. x + 478. Bailliere
Tindall, London, 1979. £4.50.
This book, in setting out to meet the needs of senior medical

students, nurses, social workers, clinical psychologists, and
postgraduate trainees in psychiatry, does it extremely well.
The author, a known leader in the teaching of psychiatry,
acknowledges the help of other good teachers' views in
certain chapters. Throughout, the book represents good,
sound, proved clinical teaching, and up-to-date views and
developments.
The chapter on basic psychopathology is particularly good,

and reflects the author's consideration of the importance of
this area to the student's fundamental understanding of
psychiatry.

Throughout, lists of facts, paragraph headings, and varia-
tion of type give good emphasis where needed. This book is
easy to read, the language is careful and clear. It is a book
worth turning to for a quick review of any area in psychiatry.
Due accord is accurately given to legislation. Sensitive

awareness of changes of attitude which predate changes in
legislation is well reflected in the chapter on Mental
Handicap.

This is the 4th edition ofa well known book-it was good to
read, it does its task well-constructively and integratively.
It can be well recommended to the readership it is aimed
at and beyond.

Multiple Choice Questions in Anatomy and Neurobiology
By M. J. BLUNT and M. GIRGIS. Pp. 285. Butterworths,
London, 1979. £2.95.

This book, primarily written for undergraduate medical
students, provides a source of multiple choice questions to be
used in conjunction with their pre-clinical anatomy teaching.
Sections of questions cover the limbs, head and neck, the
trunk and visceral systems, and it is the authors' intention
that this book should facilitate the learning of regional
anatomy.

Three types of questions are presented; firstly, those
requiring a straightforward single correct answer from a
choice of alternatives; secondly, those requiring a cause-
effect relationship to be identified between sets of data;
and thirdly, those requiring recognition of one or more
correct responses from alternatives grouped in various and
often confusing ways. The single choice questions alone
are somewhat taxing, and detailed, but do enable the student
to assess his progress. Unfortunately, however, the complexity
of the instructions given to the reader to enable him to cope
with the latter 2 question types is such that it often defeats
their purpose.
With the increasing use of multiple choice questions for

student examinations, this book offers the student ample
opportunity to practise. Most departments will by now have
their own question banks, but this book does provide addi-
tional question material.
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